CONE-ORDER MONOTONICITY IN ORDER-RESTRICTED INFERENCE.
in An order-restricted (OR) statistical model {PO teE C} can be considered to be one whose parameter space C is a closed convex cone in a p-dimensional Euclidean space lFl;P~cf.
Robertson et al
Here p is assumed to be infinite-dimensional OR models also occur. If the statistical model {Po} constitutes an expon~ntial family, after reduction sufficiency the sample space can also be taken to be a subset of which we assume here. The cone C may be pointed contains no non-zero linear sUbsl)a(~e) or nonpointed: a non-pointed cone may be of as an infinite whose (1998, 2000, 2002a, 2002b) , Cohen et aZ. (2000) ; also Logan (2003) ). This assertion is based on their view that a property call cone-order monotonicity (COM) with respect to the cone C is "intuitively desirable" for tests and estimators. They demonstrate that when C is the ORLHT and ORMLE may fail to satisfy COM, which call a "reversal" of the cone order determined C, hence conclude the "undesirability" of these procedures. They proceed to develop alternative tests and estimators which are COM and therefore apparently are preferable to the ORLHT and ORMLE for obtuse cones. Here we reexamine the role of reversals in OR testing and estimation problems.
THE ROLE OF REVERSALS FOR OR TESTS.
The most common OR hypothesis-testing problem is that of testing should be monotone W.r.to the cone-order ="C defined on as follows: ="C y iff C COM that:'::
that since the y lies inside the cone C than does "irltuitively evident" that the former more evidence in favour of hypoth,~s]:s, so any "reasonable" test that for should x FIGURE 1. The cone order :<c: .r :<c y iff y E x + C.
THE ROLE OF REVERSALS FOR OR ESTIMATORS.
For the problem of estimating () in the OR model {P e I () E C}, an estimator e(x) is called COM if x :<c y implies :<c e(y). The role of "reversals" of the cone ordering is somewhat more subtle for estimation than for testing. Like the ORLRT, the ORMLE has been criticised on the grounds that it may "reverse" the cone ordering this can occur only when C is obtuse) and yield misheading estimates. Here we refute this criticism by arguing that these estimates are not misleading but in fact conform better to the order restrictions than do the alternative estimates of CS, and that the COM monotonieity requirement imposes an unreasonable restriction of another kind.
CS (2002a, p.91) present the following example to justify their contention that the COM property is "intuitively desirable" and hence that the ORMLE, which may reverse the cone order. is Consider the tree-order estimation problem for k 2 based on the independent normal random variables Xiz Colwn and Sackrowitz both obtuse and acute cones, is more substantial than and cannot be dismissed. By a OR estimation as an estimation problem with many nuisance parameters, however, this behaviour of the ORMLE can be explained the fact that information about the target parameter 110 in the tree-order estimation does not accumulate as rapidly as the number of nuisance parameters ILl, .. " 11k: in the tree-order problem). As in the classical example of Neyman and Scott (1948, Example either the ORMLE can be adjusted to reduce its bias and/or even achieve or else no consistent estimator exists, depending upon the rate of accumulation of information about the target parameter. These topics are addressed in Chaudhuri and Perlman (200:3a, b) .
